Gordon Bond
Bribery, theft, vandalism, and slander are not normally acts one would associate
with the realm of science—unless, of course, it was a “mad scientist” bent on
world domination. Yet each was a feature of perhaps the most famous scientific
feud in history.

I

t has gone down by two names. One was “The Great Dinosaur Rush,”
but perhaps more viscerally accurate was “The Bone Wars.” Set against
the Gilded Age, it would prove to be a dispute that would ultimately
consume and destroy the two protagonists in almost Shakespearean style.
For two weeks, it scandalized the average public, who could follow along in
newspapers stories involving the enormous bones of fantastical ancient
beasts with unpronounceable names being unearthed out in America’s wild
and wooly west. It was all as big and gaudy as the excesses of the era, the
vastness of the landscape, and the egos of the men enjoined.
And, it all started in South New Jersey.

Robert Plot, D.D.
by Sylvester Harding
British Museum, London

This article is taken from a
chapter of the same name
that will be appearing in
Gordon Bond’s new book,
“Hidden History of South
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by The History Press. Other
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Trenton, the birth of the drivein movie, the case that rockn-roll was born in Wildwood,
the Greenwich Tea Party, and
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Dinosaur Mania
Dinosaurs are cool. Bizarre creatures of monstrous proportions right out
of our nightmares, yet able to be regarded from the safe distance of ancient
history. Not that the current record-holding giant would have presented
much of a threat—Argentinosaurus was a vegetarian. But, since some
scientists estimate them to have grown to from 98 to 110 feet long and
weighing between 80 and 110 tons, you probably still would have wanted to
keep out of their way. Paradoxically, it was one of the smaller varieties—not
much bigger than an adult human man—that seems to have been truly
nightmarish. The movie Jurassic Park made a pop-star out of the
Velociraptor, with its ghastly sickle-like rear claw.
But there are also the “classics” any schoolchild worth their skinned
knees can name—Triceratops, Tyrannosaurus Rex, Stegosaurus, Brontosaurus
(which a more precocious child might know is now called Apatosaurus), and
the Pterodactyl. Beyond physical size, diversity, and downright strangeness,
dinosaurs present tantalizing mysteries. We know them as bones, yet they
were once living, breathing, dynamic creatures. What did they really look
like? What color were they? Did their flesh sport patterns? Feathers, even?
How did they live? Then there is the cautionary tale of how these oncedominant life forms were toppled from their ecological perch—or did some
of them evolves into birds?
We humans were at least peripherally aware of these beasts for as long
as farmers or quarry workers unearthed mysteriously huge bones. With no
particular reason to think they were remnants of a long-disappeared
species, early cultures interpreted them proof of their respective
mythologies. The Chinese, for example, called them konglong, meaning
“terrible dragon” and villagers still grind them up as ingredients in
traditional medicines—much to the horror of paleontologists. Back in 1677,
a British chemistry professor at the University of Oxford, Robert Plot,
believed that a bone fragment found in a Cromwell limestone quarry was
from the femur of one of the giant humans of the Bible. We now know that
it was from a dinosaur, Megalosaurus. Others explained the bones as being
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William Buckland
Unknown, c. 1845

(Top) A Megalosaurus being attacked by
an Iguanodon as first imagined. (Below)
a more modern interpretation of
Megalosaurus.

Sir Richard Owen
c. 1870s

from animals that missed Noah’s Ark and perished in the “Great Flood.”
Nevertheless, that the true picture these puzzle pieces were ultimately
describing became clear at all is rather remarkable. Fossilization is a rare
enough process, meaning even fragmentary specimens—let alone anything
near a complete skeleton—are uncommon. It was fortuitous, then, that there
were areas of England conducive to creating and preserving fossils.
Between 1815 and 1825, the rather eccentric Rev. William Buckland was
able to collect enough fragments to attempt a description of a complete
animal in a scientific journal. He was both a theologian and geologist, who
tried reconciling the seemingly lengthy geologic record with the
comparatively brief one described by his Bible. But he has been equally
remembered for holding it as a personal goal to eat at least one of every
creature in the animal kingdom, a penchant for collecting coprolites—
fossilized feces—and, conducting fieldwork in his academic gowns. Odd
though he may have been, he did describe the first dinosaur, the
Megalosaurus—the same type Plot’s femur had come from.
While he described the animal based on the bones, the actual term
“dinosaur” would have to wait for Sir Richard Owen in 1841. He first coined
“Dinosauria,” meaning “Terrible Reptile” or even “Fearfully Great Reptile.”
Owen was another of paleontology’s controversial if brilliantly prolific
characters. On the plus side, he was not only a driving force behind
London’s British Museum of Natural History in 1881, but argued it should
be open to everyone, not just academia. Indeed, our modern egalitarian
conception of what a museum is can be traced to his philosophies. But he
could also apparently be a something of a jerk. In a premonition of things
to come in the field, he feuded with Gideon Mantell, whose efforts at
reconstructing the skeleton of an Iguanodon are considered another
founding event in the scientific study of the creatures. Owen intentionally
worked to steal credit, falsely claiming the discovery of the fossils belonged
to himself and Georges Cuvier. He is said to have taken perverse delight in
making sure Mantell’s papers were never published, actively attempting to
ruin his career. While historians debate how unpleasant Owen really was—
or just unfairly maligned by rivals—a once-brilliant career descended into
bitter personal and professional acrimony, losing him credibility in the
emerging field.
Despite such antics, by the mid-1800s, the scientific discipline of
paleontology was becoming established. While most of the key discoveries
had been made in Europe, the American landscape was about to also yield
up some spectacular finds—and launch our own feud.
Bones in the Garden
New Jersey is a small state; ranking 47th out of the 50, with 7,417 square
miles of land—for context, around 77 New Jerseys would fit in the area of
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the largest state, Alaska. (Yet Alaska’s entire population is around that of
just New Jersey’s Hudson County!) But, as with so many other aspects, the
Garden State packs a remarkable amount of diversity within its borders—
and that includes its geology.
A walk from the northwest corner of the state down through the
interior to Cape May would be an effective (and exhausting) walk through
geologic time, albeit not always in order. The bedrock of the extreme upper
left, for example, is largely Paleozoic slate, limestone, and sandstone—
between 2,500- and 1,600-million years old. The Highlands south of it,
however, are mostly granite from the older Achaean, 3,800- to 2,500-million
years old and the oldest rocks in New Jersey. Then, further south of that, is
a band of Triassic red sandstone and shale from 251- to 199.6-million
years ago.
If you drew a line between the mouth of the Raritan River on the east
side and Trenton on the west, the Achaean, Paleozoic, and Triassic
formations would all be above it, in the upper third of the state. Everything
south of that line is sedimentary, reflecting an interesting aspect of New
Jersey’s geologic history that would play a role in the preservation of fossils.
The evolution of the Garden State’s landscape over the millions of years
has been shaped to a surprising degree by the glacial cycles. It makes sense,
however, when it is remembered that New Jersey can be described as a
coastal peninsula. During ice ages, when large quantities of the planet’s
water were locked away in the glaciers, sea-levels dropped, causing more
land to be exposed. And, equally, during period when the glaciers had
melted, that freed water caused the sea-levels to rise, submerging low-lying
lands under shallow seas. Given the lower elevations of the lower twothirds of the state, much of New Jersey alternated between being above and
below water as the shorelines and rivers migrated over time. Sediments
from the ocean on one side and rivers on the other were slowly deposited,
layer upon layer, over the vast coastal planes covering roughly that bottom
two-thirds of the state.
This Coastal Plane in then further divided between the “Inner” and
“Outer.” The Outer Coastal Plane covers everything south of a line running
roughly from Long Branch to Salem and is the younger of the two, relatively
speaking, dating between 65- to 2.6-million years ago. Between this and the
Triassic is a strip running from Raritan Bay southwest to where the
Delaware River curves around Salem County. This is the Inner Coastal
Plain, where deposits date back to the Cretaceous, between around 145.5and 65.5-million years ago. Both planes abound in sand and clay, but it’s the
Inner Plane where one finds a hardened freshwater mud that includes
calcium carbonate, called “marl.” This hardens into “marlstone,” and is
excellent for the preservation of fossils.
What makes marl so good at preserving fossils is that it is a sedimentary
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19th Century New Jersey Marl Pits

rock. It starts as silt—sands deposited by ocean tides or transported from
inland to the sea via rivers and streams. Obviously, the association with
water means there’s lots of marine organisms, large and small, to die and get
added to any given layer. But land animals and plants can also be washed
out to sea from floods or falling directly into a river. Most tend to get
devoured by scavengers, decompose, or eroded away. But where the
sediment accumulates fast enough, organisms can be buried before they get
disturbed by these other agents. Where igneous and metamorphic rocks
form at temperatures and pressures that tend to destroy organic materials,
sedimentary form at a slow, cool, comparatively gentle pace. The remains of
a creature or plant can become suspended in the accumulating layers of
material, permitting fossilization the opportunity to take place.
Under the slowly-building pressure and heat of subsequent layers of
sediment, the organic material will still be destroyed, but not before leaving
an impression in the hardening stone. Soft tissue, as might be expected,
tends to fare worse than bone. But, sometimes, if the conditions are just
right, as the soft tissue dissolves, water carried minerals into the cavity left
behind, where it hardens into a cast of what had been there. Known as
“permineralization,” occasionally even fine, microscopic cellular structures
are replicated in stone.
This is, necessarily, a rather simplified explanation, and as might be
suspected, the exact conditions for high-fidelity permineralization tend to
be rare. But over millions of years of formation, marl offers pretty good
odds. Carbonates—like the marl’s calcium carbonate—are efficient at it and
are the most common permineralization materials (or “cements”).
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Marlstone

New Jersey’s “marl belt” would also prove important in maintaining the
Garden State’s agriculture identity. The calcium carbonate is excellent for
neutralizing acidic soil and marl became an important ingredient for
fertilizers. While settlers were aware of the rich marl deposits, early farmers
found New Jersey’s soil fertile enough as it was and got away without
needing much in the way of fertilizers. By the 1830s, however, they saw the
productivity of their land diminish and looked to the marl pits for help,
eventually launching a new industry in the mid- to late-1800s. As workmen
quarried the marl, they began uncovering fossils—and attracting the
attention of the burgeoning field of paleontology, particularly from
institutions in nearby Philadelphia.
Not that New Jersey cornered the market on them, by any means. As
promising as marl is, fossilization is still a very rare occurrence—and all the
more so for large dinosaurs. A small fish or a plant leaf is more likely to get
quickly covered up, before scavengers or decomposition claims it. By
contrast, the numbers of larger dinosaurs that would die near water or get
washed into the sea by floods would be small. It doesn’t help matters that a
large carcass takes longer to cover, leaving it vulnerable to destruction
before any hope of fossilization can happen. As of 1993, there were only six
accepted species of dinosaur considered to have been native to New Jersey—
and considering everything working against preservation, it’s probably
surprising it is even that many. The true number was most likely a lot more,
and bone fragments do hint at as-yet unidentified species. Marine life is farbetter represented from those days during the Cretaceous, when the
northeast of North America was separated from the west coast by a shallow
sea and the Inner Coastal Plain was the Jersey Shore. While there’s no
evidence they roamed New Jersey specifically, this was also the era of such
perennial favorites as Triceratops, and the equally popular Tyrannosaurus.
Nevertheless, South Jersey’s marl yielded up a dinosaur all our own.
Hadrosaurus foulkii
Before 1838, Cooper’s Creek’s minor claim to anything approaching
historically noteworthy fame had been as the location a boat along the
Delaware River sheltered for the night in 1723—among the passengers who
camped on the banks was a young runaway apprentice named Benjamin
Franklin on his way to Philadelphia.
That changed (somewhat) in 1838, when a local Haddonfield farmer by
the name of John Estaugh Hopkins decided to take advantage of the marl
buried on a piece of his land along a small tributary that emptied into
Cooper Creek. Digging a pit, he uncovered some large bones, and brought
them home as curiosities, even putting them on display in his house for the
next 20 years. In 1858, William Parker Foulke, a lawyer with a penchant for
paleontology over in Philadelphia, caught wind of the farmer’s display.
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Born in Philadelphia in 1816, Foulke studied law and had argued cases
before the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. His scientific avocations—where
his heart really seemed to lie—earned him election to a membership in the
American Philosophical Society on October 20, 1854. He was already a
member of the Academy of Natural Science since 1849 and Historical
Society of Pennsylvania since 1842.
His interests were rather varied. He would also help in finding backing
for the arctic explorer Isaac I. Hayes’ expedition to the North Pole in 18601861. But they also extended to the controversial social issues of his day. In
1845 he had become a Manager of the Pennsylvania Colonization Society,
the state’s branch of The Society for the Colonization of Free People of
Color of America. Founded the year Foulke had been born, the Society
supported abolition, but didn’t see much hope for freed blacks in white
America. Their answer, well-meant if misguided, was to send them all back
to Africa—notwithstanding that by that point most slaves had been born in
the U.S. Towards that end, they had worked to establish the colony of
Liberia. Foulke and others had thought the coastal location unhealthy and
lobbied for settlement in the hill country further inland. An appropriations
bill in Congress for their site, however, lost by a single vote.
Prison reform was another area of interest. In 1845, he joined the
Philadelphia Society for Alleviating the Miseries of Public Prisons, making
a study of methods of discipline that he used to influence the designs of his
friend, the architect John Haviland, when designing Pennsylvania’s thengroundbreaking Eastern State Penitentiary. His name would be attached to
several of the state’s reform bills—indeed, as many pages of his 1868
obituary, published in the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society,
were devoted to that subject as were to his dinosaur work.
In 1858, Foulke later told the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia, he had spent the summer and fall at Haddonfield,
where his neighbor was none other than John E. Hopkins. The farmer
told Foulke of the large bones he had dug from his marl pit 20 years
before—bones that sounded to Foulke like vertebrae. Unfortunately,
Hopkins related, he was still young when he found them and not aware
of their value, so when people expressed interest in them after seeing
them at his house, he gave them away—and he couldn’t recall who had
been the recipients of the curious souvenirs. Nevertheless, this gave
Foulke an idea. Hopkins only remembered the backbones, and maybe a
shoulder blade. Maybe if he dug around the area some more, other bones
might yet be found?
Hopkins gave Foulke carte blanche to dig wherever he wanted and take
whatever he found. The problem was he had a hard time remembering the
exact spot where he had found the bones—the pit had long-since been filled
back in to the common ground-level and overgrown. Nevertheless, between
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the memories of Hopkins and workmen who had been employed at the time
of discovery, they found the original pit.
Somewhere between nine and ten feet down, workmen hit a cache of
bones. Freeing them from the marl would be painstaking, but Foulke called
in some experts who concluded it would be well-worth the effort. The
importance of the bones they uncovered would have to wait for subsequent
interpretation.
Stories also emerged from other marl pits of bones having been
discarded by workmen unaware of their significance. A blacksmith
identified only as “Mr. King” had a collection of bones, but had given most
away. All, that is, but for three jaw fragments from a Mosasaurus—an
aquatic, carnivorous lizard, sometimes described as like a flippered
crocodile. These stories of treasures lost—and so close to the centers of
learning at Philadelphia to boot—served as cautionary tales, alerting
paleontologists and geologists of the potential beneath South Jersey’s Marl
Belt. Alliances would need to be cultivated with marl pit landowners and
workers alike.
Fortunately, however, at least one unnamed workman from Hopkin’s
farm had his interest piqued. Working in another pit near the White Horse
Tavern, some six miles south of Haddonfield, he had the presence of mind
to alert Foulke of vertebrae, teeth, and long bones he found—the remains of
an ancient crocodile not before known to have been in New Jersey.
Among the experts Foulke had called upon was Joseph Leidy, a
Professor of Anatomy at the University of Pennsylvania. While
paleontology was an accepted discipline, it was still the province of
generally well-off and enthusiastic amateurs. Leidy made his living as a
professor of a longer-established field, but like Foulke had a range of other
interests of which the bones of ancient creatures was but one. Where Foulke
was also involved with social issues, however, Leidy’s activities were more
confined to the sciences—though perhaps no less socially influential. In
1846, for example, he was among the first to work out that the illness of
trichinosis was caused by a parasite in undercook meat. It was also the same
year he became the first person to have solved a murder mystery using a
microscope. Like a 19th century version of C.S.I., he determined that the
blood on the clothing and axe of a man accused of killing a Philadelphia
farmer was not that of chickens he claimed to have been slaughtering, but
from a human source. The suspect later indeed confessed.
Leidy’s career with bones—reflected in some 553 papers, articles, and
books—would include identifying many now-extinct species of both
dinosaurs and early mammals not before known to have lived in North
America. But he would become best-known for what he made out of
Foulke’s Haddonfield find. That December of 1858, Leidy was able to stand
before the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia and declare that the
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Hadrosaurus foukii
by Robert F. Walters

Benjamin Waterhouse’s mounting of a
Hadrosaurus foukii skeleton, reflecting
how it was believed it held itself.
by Robert F. Walters

28 vertebrae, a humerus (upper arm bone), a
complete radius and ulna (the two lower arm
bones), an ilium and pubis bone (from the
pelvis), a femur (thigh bone), a tibia (shin
bone), a fibula (calf bone), two metatarsals (foot
bones), a first phalanx (toe bone), nine teeth,
and a piece of a lower jaw were enough for him
to say that this was a new genus of dinosaur,
never before seen. It resembled the Iguanodon
of Europe, but was different enough to be
unique. As the first to identify it, the honor fell to him of naming it—the
Hadrosaurus foukii, paying homage to both the New Jersey town and the
man who found it.
A feature that struck Leidy was how the humerus was 20-inches long,
while the femur was 40-inches—a disparity that at first led him to wonder if
they were not from different animals. This disproportion between the fore
and hind legs suggested a then-unusual conclusion. It was presumed that
dinosaurs walked on all-fours (other clearly bipedal dinosaurs, like
Tyrannosaurus, were yet to be discovered). But the configuration of
Hadrosaurus seemed to indicate the animal walked on its hind legs, perhaps
supporting itself with its tail. Its teeth showed it to have been an herbivore,
so a stance that put the mouth near the ground made sense had it been a
grazer. Leidy hedged his bet a little, but he is now credited as one of the first
to recognize that some dinosaurs did indeed walk on two legs instead
of four.
Given the vagrancies of the fossilization process, “complete” is a very
relative term when it comes to dinosaur skeletons. Those mounted in
museums are comprised of a percentage of “real” fossils, and fabrications
based on logical assumptions of the rest. By 1858, only finds from Europe
had enough surviving bones to be credibly identified. In America, it had
mostly been fragments, isolated bones, or a handful of teeth—not enough to
say with certainty what the rest of the animal looked like. But all that
changed with Hadrosaurus foulkii—this was the first time enough bones
were found to permit identification.
In 1868, Hadrosaurus foulkii also became the first skeleton to be
mounted, along with castings of educated guesses of what the missing
bones looked like. Englishman Benjamin Waterhouse Hawkins was given
the task, drawing from his experience as a sculptor and natural history
illustrator. Working with Leidy, he determined that the correct stance was
upright, firmly on the back two legs and using the tail for support. Since
then, subsequent bipedal dinosaur specimens appear to indicate a more
horizontal stance—with the backbone more parallel to the ground. The hind
legs still support the weight and provide locomotion, but the tail is held
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aloft, off the ground behind as a counterweight, freeing up the forearms.
In 1991, Hadrosaurus was appointed as New Jersey’s official “State
Dinosaur.” But the find had put South Jersey on the proverbial
paleontological radar right from the start.

Notes made by a 7 year old Edward
Drinker Cope while on a voyage by boat
from Philadelphia to Boston in 1847.
From Frazer, Persifor (August 1900). "The Life and
Letters of Edward Drinker Cope".
The American Geologist 26

Cope
A young family arrived at Haddonfield in 1867, led by a 30-year-old man
with hair parted like an open book and sporting what we today might
consider a Colonel Sanders-style mustache and goatee combo. Edward
Drinker Cope was taking a calculated risk in coming to South Jersey, lured
by the bones in the marl pits.
Born July 28, 1840 to well-off Philadelphia Quakers, Cope had always
exhibited a penchant for science, even as a child. These interests would be
both encouraged and discouraged by his father, Alfred. (Cope’s mother,
Hanna, died when he was three; his father remarried Rebecca Biddle.) The
family went on trips throughout New England, visiting museums, zoos, and
gardens, and young Edward explored the exotic gardens of their 8-acre
“Fairfield” estate, showing a talent for drawing and painting nature. Alfred
used his own upbringing as the model for his son’s education—at age 9
Edward was sent to a day school and at 12 was packed off to the Friend’s
Boarding School near West Chester, Pennsylvania. There, he learned
algebra, chemistry, scripture, physiology, grammar, astronomy, Latin—and
that he could get money out of his father. It already cost Alfred $500 a year
in tuition—not a small sum in the 1850s. But letters home expressing
loneliness and requesting a larger allowance were met with acquiescence in
a pattern that would be repeated even when Edward was an adult. Indeed,
some historians characterize him as having been something of a spoiled
brat. He could also be argumentative with infamous flares of temper he
never grew out of.
He didn’t always do well in school, and his penmanship would always
leave much to be desired. But what enthusiasm he lacked for subjects he
didn’t like, he made up for with one that did—biology. Not only did he make
frequent trips to Philadelphia’s Academy of Natural Sciences on his own,
but poured over natural history books in his spare time. It seems he was
something of a nerd, and proud of it.
But Edward would end up caught between his own desires and the
direction his father thought his life should take. Alfred made sure Edward
was sent to the farm during his summer breaks in 1854 and 1855. After
spring 1856, he didn’t return to school at all. Instead, Alfred bought his son
farmland. Science might be a gentlemanly enough hobby, but farming was
a sober and noble way a grown man could earn a good living.
His father may have intended the best, but farming simply held no
appeal for Edward. He wanted to be a scientist. Even while working on the
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farm, he used his free time to study on his own. He convinced the skeptical,
if pliable, Alfred to pay for private tutoring, learning French and German.
And he found something of a compromise—he would rent out the land and
use the proceeds to finance his intellectual pursuits.
If nothing else, young Cope was driven and persistent. In 1861 his father
at last relented and agreed to pay his son’s way at the University of
Pennsylvania. There, he studied under none other than Joseph Leidy,
perhaps hearing firsthand of his Hadrosaurus successes. At Leidy’s urging,
his student joined the Academy of Natural Sciences, finding a job recataloging their herpetological collection.
He was able to lay claim to something of an identity as a scientist thanks
to the publishing outlet provided by membership with the Academy of
Natural Sciences and American Philosophical Society. In 1861, at age 21, he
was first published—a paper about Salamandidae classification—and he
began specializing in reptiles and amphibians.
What he didn’t have yet, was a degree.
What got in the way was the outbreak of the Civil War. While many
men his age ran off to seek battlefield glory, that idea clashed with his
Quaker pacifist sensibilities—but also his intellectual ambitions.
Nevertheless, perhaps caught up in the national fervor for service and
sacrifice, he entertained notions of possibly working to help transition
former-slaves into freedom (his father had been an abolitionist) or maybe
serve in a Union field hospital. Here, Leidy’s experience may have again
shaped Cope’s choices. Leidy had volunteered for a field hospital, and his
descriptions of the horrors he witnessed may have been what pushed the
idea from Cope’s mind.
Rather than deal with the crisis at home, he would wait out the conflict
on the fashionable “Grand Tour” of Europe. He secured meetings with some
of the most distinguished scientists of the day throughout France, Germany,
Great Britain, Ireland, Austria, Italy, and Eastern Europe. Yet his letters
home have the feel of someone intellectually adrift.
In the winter of 1863, Cope was in Berlin, where he first encountered his
eventual-nemesis—Othniel Charles Marsh. In many ways, they were
already opposites. Where Cope came from a well-to-do family, Marsh’s
upbringing in Lockport, New York, was more modest. Indeed, it might have
remained so, had his intellectual ambitions not been facilitated by the good
fortune of having the wealthy George Peabody for an uncle. With Peabody’s
support, Marsh was able to study at Yale, graduating in 1860, and also take
the “Grand Tour,” studying anatomy, mineralogy, and geology in Europe. It
so happened that he was studying at the University of Berlin when Cope
was in town. Marsh was older—32 at the time—and had two university
degrees. The 23-year-old Cope had none—indeed, he had no formal
education beyond age 16. But where Marsh had been published but twice,
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Cope already had 37 published scientific works to his name—as the saying
goes, publish or perish.
Yet their differences also seemed to make them complementary and
they got along great. Marsh gave his new friend a tour of the city and they
spent days together, indulging their mutual passions for science. When
Cope returned to Philadelphia in 1864, he and Marsh kept in touch via
letters and exchanged manuscripts, photographs, and fossils. It seemed the
start of a fruitful scientific and personal relationship. They even named new
species they identified after one another.
If Cope was to be taken seriously for a “real” scientist, he would have to
earn a living from it. Here his father would again prove to be his best
benefactor, despite his misgivings. Alfred Cope had donated a lot of money
to the Quaker-run Haverford College and had influence. He managed to pull
some strings and they granted his son an honorary master’s degree so he
could qualify for a professorship job there. While it certainly says
something about the influence of money, it is also testimony to Edward
Cope’s intellectual skill that they would take the chance.
At last settled in a career, he married his cousin, Annie Pim, and a
daughter, Julia, was born on June 10, 1866. He still owned the farmland he
rented to others as added income for his new family. But his ambitions were
too strong. Almost immediately he was off travelling the American West,
sending home descriptions of the animals in letters intended for
Julia’s education.
He found some pleasure teaching at Haverford, but was still driven by a
deep need to go his own way and do his own work—and the hours spent at
the front of a classroom, while it paid the bills, got in the way of his
intellectual fulfillment. South Jersey’s marl pits beckoned. Now that diggers
knew they were more than odd debris to be thrown away, they began
turning up all kinds of tantalizing fossils. Cope wanted to be at the center of
that universe.
Aside from being a pleasant village in marl country, Haddonfield had
been established in 1701 as a Quaker colony—500 acres purchased by John
Haddon and settled by his daughter, Elizabeth. Given that influence, it is not
surprising that Cope would have friends and family there. And, he had also
begun to cultivate his contacts among the marl quarrymen, asking that they
save any odd bones for him. Periodically, he traveled from Philadelphia to
swing by each, collecting specimens of ancient turtles, crocodiles, Mosasaurs
(semi-aquatic carnivores), and even a femur from a Hadrosaur. To finance
his plans, he manipulated more money out of Alfred and cut his ties with
the land by having him sell off the farmland and send the proceeds.
When the Copes arrived in 1868, they did so in style. In addition to his
wife, Anna, and daughter, Julia, was a Negro servant, Esther Ann Still. They
moved into 242 King’s Highway, a Gothic-style mansion sporting its own
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water system, windmill, servants’ quarters, and a barn. It was said to be the
finest house in town. Here they would stay for the next eight years—the
most productive of Cope’s career.
And where the end would begin.

The location of Haddonfield in
Camden County, New Jersey

Entrance to the Peabody Museum of
Natural History at Yale University in New
Haven, Connecticut

Cope Claims Haddonfield
Alfred Voorhees, owner of the West Jersey Marl Company, had a
surprise for Cope. It was 1866—two years before the family moved to
Haddonfield—and may have been what cinched the decision to make the
move. The workmen at the Barnsboro pit, about a dozen miles southwest of
Haddonfield, had uncovered a massive claw, bits of foot and leg bones, and
a lower jaw fragment sporting some nasty serrated teeth. No doubt that this
was a carnivore—and a scary one at that. Cope deduced that it represented
a Late Cretaceous relative of the Megalosaurus found in England and the
Deinodon being dug from the American West. In August of 1866, he had
described it for the Academy of Natural Science as a likely vigorous hunter,
given that claw. He named it Laelaps, meaning “eagle-clawed leaper.” This
was a departure from how most paleontologists at the time pictured
dinosaurs, as sluggish, dimwitted beasts.
The news piqued the curiosity of Othniel Marsh, with whom Cope had
maintained a friendly contact since Berlin. Life had been good to Marsh on
his return in 1866—or, more accurate to say, his uncle George Peabody was
good to him. The 71-year-old philanthropist saw his time was limited, and,
wanting to build his legacy, sought educational institutions upon which to
bestow some of his wealth. His nephew convinced him to make a donation
of $150,000 to his alma mater of Yale, to establish a new natural history
museum. It would be called the Peabody Museum of Natural History, and
Marsh would curate it. Up to then, Yale’s collections were primarily of the
mineral type. Marsh wanted to expand it to include fossils, establishing both
the Peabody as a premiere institution of learning and himself as the
premiere paleontologist.
While bones were being found out west, expeditions into the then-still
wilderness were difficult and costly. Perfectly respectable specimens could
be dug from the east coast, not all that far from New Haven, Connecticut,
down in New Jersey. So, Marsh wrote to Cope, asking if he would be so kind
as to give him a tour of the famous marl pits.
As Cope and Marsh drove their horse-drawn carriage from marl pit to
marl pit, it may have dawned on Marsh that friend Cope stood in his way.
Both men had dinosaur-sized egos, and ambitions to match. Cope saw South
Jersey as his turf—it was as if he was still a gentleman farmer, but instead of
crops being plucked from the soil, it was dinosaur fossils. Marsh paid
attention, not just to the locations and what was being produced, but who
the players were in the industry. Somewhere along the way, he concocted a
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scheme. Behind Cope’s back, he would bribe the marl pit men to send their
fossils not across the Delaware to Cope’s Philadelphia institutions, but up to
Connecticut, to Marsh’s Peabody museum. The pit owner who would prove
most willing to go along with Marsh’s scheme?
Alfred Voorhees himself.
Marsh’s underhanded tactic is, of course, ethically questionable. But, so
too was Cope’s presumption that he could “claim” South Jersey as his own
personal fossil-hunting grounds. Not long after, Cope found himself shut
out of the marl pits which were now open to Marsh.
The war had begun.

John LeConte
c. 1891

Wrong End Foremost
Some Bone War historians have come to gloss over the provocations in
the marl pits, preferring instead to focus on a more melodramatic moment
that had its origins out on the west Kansas frontiers.
On June 22, 1867, the 40-man garrison at Fort Wallace defended itself
against an attack by a reported 400 Native Americans. When it was done,
eight soldiers were killed or would die of their wounds, along with an
estimated 20 of their attackers. The assault on the fort was likely by either
the Cheyenne or Sioux, who periodically harassed white settlers and
workers on what was then the westernmost terminus of the Union Pacific
Railroad. The fort had been established to provide some defense.
That any sort of science would come from the area may be surprising,
but the U.S. Army surgeon who would have treated the men’s wounds, Dr.
Theophilus H. Turner, had made an important discovery. At least he knew
the significance when he saw some big bones emerging from an eroded
ravine some 14 miles north of the fort. Pulling three massive vertebrae from
what he later described as the “skeleton of an extinct monster,” he gave two
to John LeConte, a naturalist who was part of the railroad’s surveying
teams. When LeConte was done with the job that November, he showed the
bones to Edward Cope back in Philadelphia. He was excited, immediately
recognizing them as having likely come from a Plesiosaur—a long-necked
aquatic carnivore of the late Cretaceous. So, on December 3, 1867, he wrote
directly to Turner, offering if he could dig out the rest, the Academy of
Natural Sciences would pick up the tab to have them shipped to
Philadelphia. Procuring extra muscle from the men at the fort, by February
1868, he was able to tell Cope he recovered “something over thirty-five feet
of its vertebrae” and that “there is a large amount of bony matter contained
in a very hard stone matrix, some of which retains its connection with
the backbone.”
Turner planned on waiting for the completion of the railroad to ship,
expected in late 1868, but an eager Cope managed to convince him to
arrange for an Army wagon train to carry them in late February the 90 miles
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An illustration from Cope’s 1869
description of the find, placing the
head at the wrong end.

to where a train east could be found. Half a month and some 1,500 miles
later, Cope opened the crates. It has been suggested by some historians,
however, that he may have been too excited to get his hands on the bones.
As mentioned, skeletons are normally not complete, so a degree of
educated guesswork goes into imagining what the complete animal might
have looked like. Cope’s background was as a herpetologist—someone who
studies lizards. And, lizards tend to have short necks and long tails. So to
him it made sense to arrange the extant vertebrae in a manner that would
put the head on the assumed short end of the spine.
Cope issued his description to the Academy on March 24, 1868, calling
it “an animal related to the Plesiosaurus” which he called Elasmosaurus
platyurus. He had the bones assembled for display at their museum and
leading scientists had been invited to view it, including Marsh. Cope was
likely still smarting from Marsh’s still-fresh subterfuge, but apparently
showed off his find to him nonetheless, perhaps seeing it as an opportunity
to rub his success in his rival’s face.
What happened next is subject to debate. One version has Marsh
pointing out loud to how
Cope had, in fact, put the
head on the wrong end.
Known Plesiosaur skeletons
suggested very long necks—
the opposite of the lizards
Cope was used to. Some cite
this alleged public humiliation before his peers as the moment Cope’s war
with Marsh began in earnest. Among those to accept this version is Jane
Pierce Davidson, in her 1997 book “The Bone Sharp: The Life of Edward
Drinker Cope,” issued by the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia
to mark the centennial of his death.
Others, however, question Marsh’s role in how the mistake was
revealed. Some 20 years after the fact in 1890, Marsh described the moment
for The New York Herald.
The skeleton itself was arranged in the Museum of the Philadelphia
Academy of Sciences, according to this restoration, and when Professor
Cope showed it to me and explained its peculiarities, I noticed that the
articulations of the vertebrae were reversed and suggested to him gently
that he had the whole thing wrong end foremost. His indignation was
great, and he asserted in strong language that he had studied the animal
for many months and ought to at least know one end from the other.
By then, the war between them was raging, so it would have been in
Marsh’s interest to bury what he had done in South Jersey, focusing instead
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Cope’s 1871 illustration of what Marsh
would rename Dryptosaurus

on Cope’s “indignation” over a “gentle” suggestion. Some point to Marsh
not having had much experience with Plesiosaur skeletons to question if he
even noticed the error, let alone pointed it out to Cope’s public
embarrassment.
The irony is that the man who really did (at least demonstrably) bring
Cope’s mistake to light in the science world was Joseph Leidy, whose own
1870 description and interpretation of the bones included the line, “Prof.
Cope has described the skeleton in a reversed position to the true one.”
The Wikipedia.com entry for Elasmosaurus claims firmly that no
documentary evidence supports Marsh’s complicity in embarrassing Cope.
Beyond this, paleontological claim jumping and competition to be the
first to describe a new creature would become the main thrust and parry of
their growing intellectual duel. Another South Jersey-related example of
how such often questionable—if not downright underhanded—means were
employed has also been cited as the spark that lit the fuse.
When a clergyman, Dr. Samuel Lockwood, found some really massive
bones on the shore of Union Beach on the Raritan Bay in Monmouth
County in 1869, he immediately thought of Othniel Marsh. He wrote to him
up at Yale’s Peabody Museum in New Haven. Marsh wrote back that he
wanted to examine them himself and would shortly come down to visit
Lockwood. How Cope came to learn of the bones is unclear, but he
evidently showed up on the clergyman’s doorstep, insistent that he be
allowed to see them. Confused, Lockwood at first demurred, but relented.
Cope stayed just long enough to take measurements, make some sketches,
and take notes.
And, to beat Marsh in publishing a description. William B. Ghallagher
asserts this act as the beginning of the dispute proper in his 1997 book,
“When Dinosaurs Roamed New Jersey.”
Later, Marsh bought the same specimen from Lockwood for his
museum. It must have galled him that while he had the physical prize, the
name plaque identified it by Cope’s designation of Ornithotarsus humanis. It
had come from what was evidently an unusually large Hadrosaur.
If the name indeed bothered him, Marsh would have a chance to get
back at Cope. As described before, among the treasures pulled from Alfred
Voorhees’ marl pit had been bones of a carnivore Cope had named Laelaps
aquilunguis. In 1877, Marsh noted that the name Laelaps had already been
assigned to a species of spider before Cope used it. By convention, to avoid
any confusion the two could not have the same name and, since its arachnid
use predated Cope, it was the dinosaur that would need to be renamed.
Marsh likely took pleasure in being the one to correct Cope’s oversight—
maybe for the second time? While not an unapt choice, Marsh’s selection
of Dryptosaurus, or “wounding reptile” could be seen as having a
double-meaning.
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Marsh, in the middle of the back row,
with his men ready for an 1871
expedition to the American West.

The Great Dinosaur Rush
In the 1870s, paleontology shifted its
focus to the vast planes of the
American west and the truly big
bones it was yielding. The
Cope/Marsh
feud
followed,
expanding as if to take advantage of
the extra room, growing to the fullbluster that would almost outdo the
genuine science it produced.
The first half of the century
saw Cope attaching himself to the
U.S. Geological Survey in an unpaid
capacity. It was an excuse to get his
trowel into the Eocene bone beds of
Wyoming. The problem was that the
expedition leader, Dr. Ferdinand
Vandeveer Hayden, had been letting
another prospect for fossils in the same area—none other than Cope’s old
professor, Joseph Leidy. It seems both men were under the impression they
were owed exclusive access and overlap soon led to a side-feud between
Cope and Leidy.
Marsh had been under his own impression that he was owed loyalty by
the men he hired to prospect and dig fossils for his Peabody museum. In
reality, they went with whoever paid them, leading to Cope unknowingly
hiring two of Marsh’s men and Marsh’s men accidentally shipping finds to
Cope. 1873 saw the start of a true “Great Dinosaur Rush” between Cope,
Marsh, and Leidy. Specimens were pulled from the ground and telegrams
dashed back east staking claims on new species. There would be time
enough later to examine the bones more closely and write up formal papers.
True to the old saying, the haste of trumping rivals did indeed make waste.
Cope seems to have been the most rushed, as none of the names he gave his
finds would actually stick after more careful examination by others. Marsh
took delight in yet again “correcting” Cope, much to his rival’s chagrin.
Indeed, Cope even tried suggesting an alternate classification system to
discredit Marsh.
By the mid-1870s, Cope and Marsh ran out of money and had to go back
to their respective corners in Philadelphia and New Haven. They sifted
through the backlog of fossils from their respective expeditions, continuing
to try and one-up one another.
Not that these two driven, ambitious, and egotistical men could stay
away for long—not when other western territories were turning up more
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Como Bluff, Wyoming

fossils. They would adopt two different strategies—Cope went out
personally, attaching himself to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (paid
this time) while Marsh stayed in Connecticut, cultivating a network of
contacts and workmen from afar. When a Colorado schoolteacher named
Arthur Lakes and some friends found some big bones while hiking hear
Morrison, Wyoming, he sent a shipment of samples to Marsh. To secure
Lakes’ secrecy and loyalty—and more specimens—Marsh sent him $100.
The trouble was Lakes had already also sent samples to Cope. Money
talked, however, and he had to inform the angry Cope that the prizes
would go to Marsh.
Cope wasn’t out of the running, though. Naturalist O. W. Lucas sent him
samples of fossils in he came across in Colorado from a herbivore that was
the largest dinosaur then-known—certainly bigger than anything Lakes sent
Marsh. Marsh tried to pay off Lucas to come work for him, but he remained
loyal to Cope. Marsh was no doubt disturbed by word from contacts with
the Union Pacific Railroad that Cope’s men were also poking around an area
of Como Bluff, Wyoming, where two railroad men had seen huge bones.
Marsh quickly secured the two workmen’s services, including a contract
promising payment and bonuses. The men agreed, but were not entirely
happy with the terms, causing some resentment. Nevertheless, Marsh had
secured Como Bluff and would be the first to describe the now popularlyknown Stegosaurus, Allosaurus, and Apatosaurus.
The resentment over the contract would come back to bite Marsh. The
two men leaked rumors of the richness of the bone beds, bringing Cope’s
men sniffing around. Dissatisfied with the deal with Marsh, one of the men,
named Carlin but using the pseudonym of Harlow, started working for
Cope, sending fossils from Marsh’s turf to Philadelphia.
For the next fifteen years, Cope and Marsh burned through their
personal fortunes to fund expeditions. The fierceness of their competition
had two effects on the men they employed in their respective quarries.
Some would quit in disgust—Lakes, for example, quit Marsh in 1880,
returning to his classroom. Others would become sucked in by the
competitive spirit, spying on each other’s camps, trying to bribe men away,
stealing fossils, even destroying specimens rather than risking them being
claimed by the other side. On at least one occasion, rival teams took to the
childish, if potentially dangerous, tactic of throwing rocks at each other.
Like the generals of armies doing battle on distant fields, Cope and
Marsh directed things from the east coast. Both tried to tear down the
professional reputations of the other. Cope’s pattern of rushing into print
his prolific output gave Marsh plenty of mistakes to use against him. But,
with no small irony, Marsh was found to have put the wrong skull on an
Apatosaurus skeleton and claimed it to be a new genus, the Brontosaurus.
The occasional newspaper accounts of giant bones being unearthed out
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west did little to convey the acrimony between Cope and Marsh. Much of
the science that was so important to the two men and their professional
communities was just so much egghead gibberish to most people. When The
New York Herald covered the August 1870 meeting of the Association for the
Advancement of Science in Troy, New York, it mentioned Cope’s
contribution: “On the Homologies of the Cranial Bones of the Primary
Types of Reptiles.” “[T]hough no doubt learned his investigations,” it
yawned, “[Cope] partook too much of technicality and tedious details to be
interesting to the general listener.”
The last phases of the war, however, would be played out on a more
public stage.

John Wesley Powell
unknown, between 1881 and 1894

The End
As much as they tried to hurt one another, Cope and Marsh were in
some ways their own worst enemies. Cope might blame Marsh’s influence
over leaders in institutions of higher learning for his inability to find paying
work—which wasn’t inaccurate, costing him prospects at the Smithsonian
Institution and American Museum of Natural History—but it was also the
result of his own well-known prickly temperament.
Marsh was doing better. He had enough political connections that the
head of the U.S. Geological Survey, John Wesley Powell, named him their
chief paleontologist. Aside from a salary, the positioned brought him
prestige and a revenue stream for his work. His ego, however, and a need
to control information would be his downfall. Former collaborators became
enemies over his jealous guarding of his conclusions—conclusions they
helped to make possible. Workers became embittered toward him over his
cavalier approach to paying them. All of which Cope would threaten him
over in 1884. Congress was looking to reorganize the U.S. Geological Survey
and other overlapping survey and study programs, bringing Marsh’s
stewardship of the survey under scrutiny. Working with the Princeton
University professor of anatomy, Henry Fairfield Osborn, Cope located
disgruntled survey workers willing to criticize both Powell and Marsh.
Marsh and Powell successfully defended themselves, but Marsh was
mad. He claimed that because Cope had collected his fossils on expeditions
paid for by the government, they owned them. And they wanted them. This
was Marsh’s biggest miscalculation. Aside from including in the demand
specimens from expeditions paid for out of Cope’s own pocket, he might as
well have demanded his children. By 1887, his fossil collection was all he
had left. He was separated from his wife and daughter, living in a tiny
Philadelphia apartment. Back in 1877, he had bought The American
Naturalist, a journal established in 1867. While a respected peer-reviewed
publication today, times were leaner at first, providing no real income.
Investment in New Mexico gold mines had failed.
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Cope’s cluttered study at his Pine Street
home in Philadelphia around 1894
Frederick Gutekunst

He had nothing left. Nothing but his bones collected over 20 years.
Cope had, however, a secret weapon sitting at the bottom of his desk
drawer. All during Marsh’s tenure with the Survey, he had been keeping an
elaborate journal of every error of judgment, every impropriety, and every
nefarious, underhanded deal. He turned it over to a freelance reporter with
The New York Herald, William Hosea Ballou, who began publishing the
accusations on January 12, 1890. Over the next two weeks, the dirty laundry
that had before been kept in the paleontology world’s family had been
dragged out for the world to see, under the sensational, but accurate,
headline, “Scientists Wage Bitter Warfare.” The accusations flew, with
Marsh and Powell said to have been guilty of plagiarism, of being corrupt,
incompetent, and even misappropriating government funds. Congress was
paying attention. While they didn’t hold hearings on the misappropriation
charges, they gave into public sentiment against the perceived waste of
money, slashing the Survey’s budget. Powell asked for Marsh’s resignation,
which he received, and the paleontology department was eliminated. But
Cope likely saw his true vindication when the Smithsonian Institution laid
claim to a large portion of Marsh’s fossil collection, which had, in fact, been
collected using government funds.
Things began to look up for Cope. The previous year, he succeeded
Leidy, who had died in 1887, as professor of zoology with the University of
Pennsylvania. The money wasn’t much, but it allowed Anna, Julia, and he
to move back all together into one of the townhouses hard times had forced
them out of. He had his family, his fossils, and managed to fatally wound his
rival’s career. He was writing again, averaging 43 articles a year and two
books. In 1894, he made another prospecting trip out west to South Dakota,
Texas, and Oklahoma, paid for by the Texas Geological Survey. His
daughter, Julia, was married the same year to William H. Collins, a
Haverford astronomy professor.
All was not golden, however, in Cope’s personal life. Financial hardship
and months apart had strained his marriage. When Julia and her new
husband moved to Haverford, her mother came with them. Publicly, he
cited the long commute to his job and lecture commitments. Privately, he
admitted he and Annie had separated. Rumors persisted he had had affairs
while out west.
Cope began rebuilding his life by selling off his prized fossil collections,
often for well-under his asking prices. Never completely healthy, Cope
became ill and died in 1897 at only 56. Some suggested he succumbed to
syphilis, contracted during an extramarital dalliance. A 1995 examination of
his skeleton (he had left his body to science) found no evidence, however,
and the exact cause remains unknown.
Marsh didn’t last much longer, dying of pneumonia at age 66 in 1899.
His bank account was said to have contained $186.
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As much as the rivalry had cost him, Cope was almost addicted to the
competition right to the bitter end. When his body was donated to the
University of Pennsylvania, it was said it came with one final challenge to
Marsh. He wanted his brain measured and compared with Marsh’s—brain
size being then-assumed an indicator of intelligence. Who won that bet will
never be known. Marsh elected to take his brain with him to the grave.

The last known photograph of Cope taken
at the 1896 Buffalo meeting of the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
Dr. F.C. Robinson

Conclusion
In any such contest, it is natural, if simplistic, to regard it in such terms
of winners and losers. Historians do indeed sometimes crown a winner,
though who is dependent upon criteria. The most common metric is the
numbers of new species discovered. Here, Marsh “wins” handily, identifying
80 to Cope’s 56, though he did have the advantage of better funding towards
the end. Cope outpaced Marsh in terms of the number of publications
(1,400+) and did manage to fatally wound Marsh’s reputation at the end. But
the competition came at so great a personal and professional cost to both
men that it’s almost silly to look at it from that perspective.
In the broader sense, the science of paleontology as a whole was both
advanced and retarded by the feud. Before it began, there were just nine
known species of dinosaur. Thanks to the “The Great Dinosaur Rush,” a
combined 136 new species were added. The excitement generated public
interest in the ancient beasts with the unpronounceable names being found
on their frontier. Marsh’s notice that some dinosaurs resembled birds has
been vindicated and Como Bluff would remain among the richest American
bone beds worked.
While it would survive, the Marsh scandal was a black-eye for the U.S.
Geological Survey. It had made a lot of paleontologists wince as their names
were dragged before the public, associated with so sordid and undignified
an affair. Stories of rushed digs and dynamiting pits—much of it
exaggerated—persisted, causing European paleontologists to view their
American colleagues as something of a joke for years after. Yet despite such
“cowboy” antics, it established American paleontology.
Historians tend to focus on the fevered pitch reached at the height of the
drama. Yet it all began with two ambitious, egotistical men in a horse-drawn
cart touring the Marl pits of South Jersey.
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